
Teaching and Learning of Computing 

In Computing, like all other subjects, we recognise the importance of the methods and practice of teaching (the pedagogy) we choose to use in 
enabling pupils to know more, understand more and remember more. 
In Computing, the following approaches will be used, and be evident in pupil discussion, observations and work in books, work in digital folders 
in order to ensure that the Computing learning opportunities are as effective as possible and that pupils progress throughout the year and 
across year groups during their Computing experiences in school:  

Children at Valley Invicta Primary School at Holborough Lakes, demonstrate the following British values whilst learning about Computing by:  

Democracy  

  Listening to everyone’s ideas in order to form a majority.  
  Working as part of a team and collaborating to use computing devices effectively.  

Rule of Law  

 Developing knowledge of lawful computing behaviours.  
 Demonstrating respect for computing laws.  

Individual Liberty  

 Taking responsibility for our own computing behaviours.  
 Challenging stereotypes and bias.  
 Exercising rights and personal freedoms safely through knowledge of E-safety.  

Respect and Tolerance  

  Showing respect for other cultures when undertaking research using computing devices.  
  Providing opportunities for pupils of all backgrounds to achieve in computing.  



Teaching Computing, within the curriculum.  

Teachers can use the purplemash units of work or twinkl units of work to support their planning. 

Across Key Stage 1 and Key Stage 2, our children will use technology to:  

  Learn programming by using programmable toys, program on screen, through animation, develop games (simple and interactive) and 
to develop simple mobile apps.  

  Develop their computational thinking through filming, exploring how computer games work, finding and correcting bugs in programs, 
creating interactive toys, cracking codes and developing project management skills.  

 Develop computing creativity by illustrating an eBook, taking and editing digital images, shooting and editing videos, producing digital 
music, creating geometrical art and creating video and web copy for mobile phone apps.  

 Investigate computer networks through finding images using the Web, researching a topic, finding out how the school network 
operates, editing and writing code, creating an e-safety micro-site, and planning the creation of mobile apps.  

 Communicate and collaborate by producing a talking book, communicating clues, use email, produce wikis, create and write blog 
pages and design interfaces for apps.  

 Understand the need for productivity as a life skill through creating a card electronically, record bug hunt data, create surveys and 
analyse results, record and analyse weather data, create virtual spaces and research the app market.  

Teacher’s planning is differentiated to meet the range of needs in each class. A wide range of teaching and learning styles are employed 
to ensure all children are sufficiently challenged. Children may be required to work individually, in pairs or in small groups according to 
the nature of the task. Different outcomes may be expected depending on the ability and needs of the individual child.  

The teaching sequence in Computing 

Every year group’s units of work must include:  

 The Big Picture, identifying what they will be learning and what they have been taught in previous year groups, to show how this build upon their 
previous learning.  



 Links to online safety if appropriate 
 A daily review to provide feedback and consolidation from previous learning, using a variety of teaching strategies. (using the toolkit) 
 Realistic and relevant information.  
 Specific key vocabulary and its meaning.  
 Opportunities for the children to work interactively, using other curriculum areas e.g maths and science with the teacher acting as the facilitator. 
 Individual reflection on the learning.  

In order for pupils to know more, remember more and do more in regards to Computing, these aspects must be evident in the implementation 
of the Computing curriculum throughout school.  

Pedagogical Approaches to Computing 

Behaviourism  

 

Direct teacher instruction, modelling of skills and techniques including demonstration.  

Constructivism  Inquiry-based learning.  

Social Constructivism  Teacher modelling, questioning, mix of individual, paired and group instruction.  

Liberationism  

 

Pupil-led learning and opportunities.  

Learning, working and 
talking about RE with 
confidence  

Being introduced to the key vocabulary relating to Computing so that all children can express their understanding, views and 
opinions confidently.  

 


